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The Cambridge School of Weston is a private, [[coeducation]]al, [[high school]] in [[Weston, Massachusetts|Weston]], [[Massachusetts]]. The school's motto is "Truth and Gentil Deedes" (from [[Chaucer]]: "Truth and Gentil Deedes"). Its mascot is the [[Griffin|Gryphon]]. Currently the school has approximately 30 students, 25% of whom are boarding. The Head of School is Jane Moulding.

== History ==
The school was founded in 1886 as The Cambridge School for Girls in at 20 Mason Street in [[Cambridge, Massachusetts|Cambridge]], Massachusetts by Arthur and Stella Gilman, who had previously helped found [[Radcliffe College]], as a preparatory school for Radcliffe. In 1918 The Cambridge School for Girls rechartered as The Cambridge School of Weston.
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Weston is a suburb of Boston located in Middlesex County, Massachusetts, United States in the Boston metro area. The estimated population, according to 2007 U.S. Census Bureau estimates, is 11,698.

Weston is the wealthiest suburb in the Boston area and has the highest per capita income in Massachusetts. Weston is among the 100 most affluent towns with 1,000 or more households in the United States. Weston also has the number one public school system in Massachusetts, according to Boston Magazine (2009). It has the lowest crime rate among Metro-west Boston suburbs. It was a dry town from 1838 until 2008. The Town of Weston is an attractive suburban town on the perimeter of metropolitan Boston. Incorporated in 1713, the town is located on a rugged upland plateau. The public education services of the town are well regarded, especially Weston High School; in 2007 it was ranked 60th best public high school in the nation by U.S. News & World Report, earning a Gold Medal.
Weston is a suburb of Boston, located in [[Middlesex County, Massachusetts]], [[Massachusetts]], [[United States]]. Weston is in the Boston metro area. The estimated population, according to 2007 [[U.S. Census Bureau]] estimates, was 12,000.

Weston is the wealthiest suburb in the [[Boston, Massachusetts]] area and has the highest per capita income in Massachusetts. Weston is among the 100 most affluent towns with 1,000 or more households in the United States. Weston also has the number one public school system in Massachusetts, according to Boston Magazine (2009). It has the lowest crime rate among Metro-west Boston suburbs. It was a [[dry town]] from 1838 until 2008.

The Town of Weston is an attractive suburban town on the perimeter of metropolitan Boston. Incorporated in 1713, the town is located on a rugged upland plateau. The public education services of the town are well regarded, especially Weston High School; in 2007 it was
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Weston is a suburb of Boston located in Middlesex County, Massachusetts, United States in the Boston metro area. The estimated population, according to 2007 U.S. Census Bureau estimates, is 11,698.

Weston is the wealthiest suburb in the Boston area and has the highest per capita income in Massachusetts.[1] Weston is among the 100 most affluent towns with 1,000 or more households in the United States.[2] Weston also has the number one public school system in Massachusetts, according to Boston Magazine (2009).[3] It has the lowest crime rate among Metro-west Boston suburbs. It was a dry town from 1838 until 2008.[4] The Town of Weston is an attractive suburban town on the perimeter of metropolitan Boston. Incorporated in 1713, the town is located on a rugged upland plateau.[5] The public education services of the town are well regarded, especially Weston High School; in 2007 it was ranked 60th best public high school in the nation by U.S. News & World Report, earning a Gold Medal.[1]
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